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Abstract

Radio-frequency identification tokens, such as contact-
less smartcards, are vulnerable to relay attacks if they are
used for proximity authentication. Attackers can circum-
vent the limited range of the radio channel using transpon-
ders that forward exchanged signals over larger distances.
Cryptographic distance-bounding protocols that measure
accurately the round-trip delay of the radio signal providea
possible countermeasure. They infer an upper bound for the
distance between the reader and the token from the fact that
no information can propagate faster than at the speed of
light. We propose a new distance-bounding protocol based
on ultra-wideband pulse communication. Aimed at being
implementable using only simple, asynchronous, low-power
hardware in the token, it is particularly well suited for usein
passive low-cost tokens, noisy environments and high-speed
applications.

1. Introduction

Pervasive computing systems aim to provide services
specific to the user’s context or location. Users who suc-
cessfully spoof their location could gain access to services
to which they are not entitled. Verifying the location of
a mobile device, through the use of secure protocols, has
therefore become an important function of wireless net-
works [1]. Secure distance-bounding protocols are intended
to enhance traditional authentication mechanisms [2] and
can provide additional assurance, such as a metric for se-
cure routing in ad-hoc networks [3].
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RFID devices or contactless smartcards are often used
to link a user with a location [4] or a context for proximity
authentication [5]. Passive RFID devices operate without
an internal battery and receive the power they need to op-
erate from an electromagnetic high-frequency field gener-
ated by the reader. This offers a long lifetime, but results in
short read ranges and requires a high-powered reader. Con-
tactless interfaces have been standardized for “proximity”

(ISO 14443 [6]), “vicinity” (ISO 15693 [7]) and “near field”
(ISO 18092 [8]) devices, with nominal operating ranges in
the order of 10 cm to 1 m [9]. These standards specify the
operating frequency, modulation and coding schemes, anti-
collision routines and communication protocols.

RFID tokens, especially those implementing crypto-
graphic authentication over an ISO 14443 link, are widely
deployed today in ticketing and building access-control ap-
plications. However, these are susceptible to relay attacks.
An attacker can use two transponders in order to relay over
a larger distance the information that a reader and a token
exchange during a cryptographic challenge-response proto-
col. A proxy-token device is placed near the real reader and
a proxy-reader device is placed near the real token, possi-
bly unknown to its holder. The proxy reader powers up the
token, the proxy token establishes contact with the reader,
and then both proxies forward any data received. As a re-
sult, the reader will report that it has verified the presence
of a token that is actually far away [10].

Relay attacks cannot easily be prevented by crypto-
graphic protocols that operate at the application layer of an
RFID protocol stack. At this layer, information about the
arrival times of messages has already been blurred substan-
tially by the many synchronization, collision-avoidance,de-
modulation, symbol-detection, error-detection and retrans-
mission mechanisms that are implemented in the lower lay-
ers. The only effective defense are distance-bounding or
secure-positioning protocols that are tightly integratedinto
the physical layer of the communication protocol, so as to
obtain high-resolution timing information about the arrival
of individual data bits. Only with sub-microsecond timing
information can a cryptographic protocol rely directly on
the laws of physics that postulate that no information can
propagate through space-time faster than light (at 0.3 m/ns).

2. Background

A variety of distance measurement and positioning con-
cepts that were originally developed for navigation purposes
have more recently been applied to wireless networking and



context-aware computing services. Most of these use radio-
frequency signals, which propagate well and are already the
established medium for mobile communication.

In broadcast positioning systems, signals flow only in
one direction, towards the receivers that determine either
their own position or that of the transmitter (GPS being a
prominent example). In round-trip systems, signals flow in
both directions. The distance between two stations is then
calculated as

d = c ·
tm − td

2
(1)

tm = 2 · tp + td (2)

wherec is the propagation speed,tp is the one-way prop-
agation time,tm is the measured total round-trip time and
td is the processing delay at the remote device. Time-of-
Arrival (TOA) and Difference-in-Time-of-Arrival (DTOA)
concepts use the propagation delay to calculate distance,
while Angle-of-Arrival (AOA) concepts determine the in-
coming direction of signals [11, pp 193–219]. All these
methods use triangulation, with data from several base sta-
tions, to obtain 2D or 3D positions. Such systems have been
demonstrated in indoor environments [12] [13], but require
hardware capable of high sampling rates and complex DSP
operations.

Ultra-wideband (UWB) communication systems require
precise synchronization between transmitter and receiver.
The resulting shared time base can also be used for dis-
tance or position measurements, with resolutions of 30 cm
or less [14]. The large bandwidth of such systems makes
them more resilient to errors from multi-path effects and
provides for finer ranging resolution. Lower-power and
smaller components are expected to become available for
ranging systems [15].

Many other technologies have been suggested for loca-
tion applications. Received-Signal-Strength (RSS) systems
have been demonstrated that can estimate location with typ-
ical errors as small as 1.5 m, by processing signal-strength
information from multiple base stations [16] [17]. In [18],
an RFID authentication scheme is proposed where the level
of trust is related to RSS. However, RSS methods are vul-
nerable to attackers who can change the broadcast power or
directional characteristics of devices to spoof locations.

Ultrasound has been used in positioning applications
such as the Active Bat system [19]. Sound travels six or-
ders of magnitude slower than light, so greater spatial reso-
lution can be obtained with simpler hardware. Sound-based
systems are not suited for distance-bounding applications,
as an attacker can always use faster radio waves to link
two transponders. In the Echo system [20], the verifier and
prover communicate using both RF and ultrasound. Radio
frequency is used for transmitting a challenge nonce which
is then sent back using ultrasound. (This particular protocol

is vulnerable when a proxy is placed close to the verifier,
because echoing a nonce does not require any secret infor-
mation from the real prover.)

Brands and Chaum [21] described the first distance-
bounding protocol based on timing the single-bit round-
trip delay in a cryptographic challenge-response exchange.
Both the verifier and the prover first generate random bit-
stringsC = C1C2 . . . Cn andR = R1R2 . . . Rn, respec-
tively. The verifier then transmits one challenge bitCi at
a time (for alli = 1, . . . , n), to which the prover responds
immediately withRi. The verifier times the round-trip de-
lay between sending each bitCi and receiving the corre-
sponding response bitRi. After all n bits have been ex-
changed, the prover completes the protocol by transmitting
a message authentication code (or digital signature) for the
two bitstringsC andR. With this final message, the prover
not only provides a value that is cryptographically derived
from the challenge nonceC, thereby confirming to the veri-
fier that the real prover was indeed involved in the protocol.
With it, the prover also confirms to the verifier that it has in-
deed received eachCi beforesending out its corresponding
nonce bitRi. As a result, a proxy verifier who requests from
the prover theRi replies prematurely, by supplying it with
guessed challengesC ′

i
, will succeed in doing so only with

probability2−n without being detected (i.e., withC ′ = C).
For applications where the verifier does not trust the

prover to wait with the transmission ofRi until it received
Ci, Brands and Chaum describe a protocol variant in which
the prover first commits to a new random bitstringM =
M1M2 . . . Mn (e.g., by transmitting a secure hash value
h(M)). The reply bitsRi = Ci ⊕Mi are then calculated
by XOR-ing each challenge bit with the corresponding bit
of M . Finally, the prover revealsM and signsC andR (or
equivalently any two ofC, M , R). The commitment onM
prevents the prover from sending some random bitRi early
and then settingMi = Ri⊕Ci after receivingCi. However,
neither variant stops the real prover from colluding with a
proxy prover who is located closer to the verifier.

Location-based authentication services that measure the
round-trip time of entire data packets have been proposed
[22]. Using a distance-bounding protocol based on single-
bit round trips as a building block can improve their security
and spatial resolution.

A technique for securing a broadcast positioning system
against location spoofing was recently proposed by Kuhn
[23]. Unlike deployed military GPS techniques, it does not
rely on long-term shared secrets.

3. Distance Bounding Protocol

Our proposal is based on the following assumptions
about the environment in which the RFID system operates:
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• Security target: The purpose of our protocol is only
to prove to the verifier that the authentication token
(prover) is located not more than a specified distance
from the verifier. The protocol will not help to prove
this fact to any third party, in other words, it does not
provide non-repudiation of location for anyone who
does not trust the verifier. The protocol also assumes
that the prover does not collude with a third party that
is located closer to the verifier, in order to pretend to be
at a closer distance from the verifier. However, it does
not assume that the prover will not violate the protocol
on its own (without a colluder) to appear closer than it
really is.

• Cryptographic primitives : For the purpose of run-
ning a distance-bounding protocol, the prover and the
verifier share a dedicated secret pseudorandom func-
tion (or in practice a dedicated shared secret key and
a keyed public pseudorandom function). It is used to
calculate the prover’s response to a challenge. We as-
sume that the attacker has no access to the shared key
or function other than through the radio interface. Our
token does not depend on any public-key primitives,
but should these be available, then they can be used
to set up the shared key mentioned above before the
distance-bounding protocol is initiated.

• Time base: Our RFID device is computationally
weak. It can compute the secret pseudorandom func-
tion mentioned above, but the time it takes for this
computation (e.g., several milliseconds) is many or-
ders of magnitude longer than the maximum response-
delay variance acceptable for our distance-bounding
application (tens of nanoseconds). Even worse, the
cryptographic calculation progresses according to an
externally supplied, and therefore untrusted, clock sig-
nal, which a proxy reader might accelerate in the hope
of getting a faster response from the token. We assume
that the RFID device has no built-in high-precision
time base, such as a crystal oscillator. But we do as-
sume that it is reliably able to detect large deviations
from its nominal clock frequency, in particular any at-
tempt by an attacker to operate the RFID device at at
leasttwice its normal speed (overclocking attack). A
simple analog band-pass filter applied to the clock sig-
nal can act as a crude trusted time reference, able to
prevent a factor-two deviation of the clock frequency.
In fact, the carefully tuned magnetic loop antennas
used in many existing RFID systems, where the carrier
frequency is the clock signal, already are such band-
pass filters.

The protocol could be extended into a secure position-
ing service by running a distance-bounding protocol with

multiple verifiers. The resulting confirmed location region
would then lie within the intersection of the content of sev-
eral spheres around these verifiers.

3.1. Description

At the start of our protocol, the verifierV (an RFID
reader) sends to the proverP (an RFID token) a nonceNV ,
an unpredictable bitstring that will never again be used for
the same purpose:

V → P : NV

Both the prover and the verifier then use the pseudoran-
dom functionh and the secret keyK in order to calculate
two n-bit sequencesR0 andR1:

R0
1R

0
2R

0
3 . . . R0

n || R
1
1R

1
2R

1
3 . . . R1

n := h(K,NV )

Then, a predefined number of clock cycles after the trans-
mission ofNV , begins a sequence ofn single-bit challenge-
response exchanges. The verifierV generates and sends an
unpredictable random challenge bitCi, and the proverP
replies instantly with a 1-bit response that is eitherR0

i
or

R1
i
, selected by the value ofCi. It discards the respective

other value securely at the same time. For all1 ≤ i ≤ n:

V → P : Ci ∈ {0, 1}

P → V : RCi

i
∈ {0, 1}

If the correct responseRCi

i
is received within a suffi-

ciently short timetm after Ci had been sent out, for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n, then using equation (1) the verifier is satisfied
that the prover is not a distance larger thand away.

The cryptographic functionh can be calculated by the
prover entirely before the time-critical challenge-response
phase begins. The prover will only ever reveal half of all
the bits that it derived from the nonceNV and the keyK.
An attacker could slightly accelerate the clock signal pro-
vided to the prover and transmit an anticipated challenge
C ′

i
before the verifier reveals its challengeCi. In half of all

cases, the attacker will have guessed the challenge bit cor-
rectly, that isC ′

i
= Ci, and therefore will have obtained in

advance the correct valueRCi

i
that is needed to satisfy the

verifier. In the other half of all cases, whereC ′

i
6= Ci, the

attacker will have irrevocably destroyed the correct answer
RCi

i
. In that case, the attacker can reply with a guessed

bit, which will be correct in half of all cases. Therefore,
for each challengeCi, the attacker has only a3

4
probability

of replying correctly. Overall, the attacker has only a( 3
4
)n

probability of answering alln challenges correctly.
An attacker could try to retrieve all bitsR0

i
andR1

i
in

advance by attempting to run the protocol with the prover
twice (within the time allowed by the verifier for a single
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Prover (RFID token)

result intoR0||R1 and
place into shift registers:

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1←− R0

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0←− R1

0 0 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 1 1 0

C1 = 0

RC1

1 = 1

RC2

2 = 1

C2 = 1

1

0

...
...

〈Ci〉 = 01001100 will return 〈RCi

i
〉 = 11010111

Generate random bits
C1, . . . , Ck

split result intoR0||R1

with calculated ones
Compare receivedRCi

i

Pseudorandom functionh Pseudorandom functionh
Secret keyK Secret keyK

Verifier (RFID reader)

Cn = 0

RCn

n = 1

NV

Generate nonceNV

Calculateh(K,NV ) and

Calculateh(K,NV ), split

Figure 1. The challenge-response scheme used in the present ed distance-bounding protocol consists
of two phases. The first phase is not time-critical and calcul ates (typically in software) a response
R to a challenge NV , using a pseudo-random function h and a shared secret key S known to both
parties. The 2n bits of R are not returned directly. Instead, they are split up and loa ded into two
n-bit shift registers. A preagreed fixed number of clock cycle s after the transmission of NV , the
time-critical second phase begins, in which additional sin gle-bit challenges Ci are transmitted. Each
selects one of the two shift registers, which returns its firs t bit directly, using fast asynchronous logic
that does not wait on any clock cycle. The first bit in the respe ctive other shift register is discarded at
the same time. This way, only half of all response bits R that were generated for an NV are revealed.

run). In both protocol runs, the attacker would forward the
same nonceNV , but the valuesC ′

i
in the second run would

be complementary to those in the first run. We assumed that
this is not possible because the prover has access to a crude
trusted time reference that keeps it from running at twice
the normal clock frequency. Where this assumption is not
practical, the protocol can be modified by adding a prover-
generated nonce. The protocol then starts with both sides
transmitting to each other their nonce

V → P : NV

P → V : NP

(in any order) and then continues to generateR0 andR1

fromh(K,NV , NP ). NeitherNV norNP need to be unpre-
dictable now to the attacker. They merely must be bitstrings
that are guaranteed to never repeat during the lifetime of the
verifier or prover. In practice, such nonces can either be suf-
ficiently long random-bit sequences or they can be strictly
monotonic counter values or timestamps. An implementor

can chose between the need for including into the prover
one of either a clock-frequency limiter, some non-volatile
memory, a hardware random-bit generator, or a continu-
ously running clock.

3.2. Practical Implementation

Formulating the responseRCi

i
based on the receivedCi

is a simple single-bit lookup in a 2-bit memory, which can
be implemented in an entirely asynchronous fashion, requir-
ing only a small number of gate delays, without any clock
signals that the attacker could accelerate to obtainRCi

i
pre-

maturely.
The functionh may in a typical implementation be some

form of secure (i.e., one-way and collision-resistant) hash
function. The lengths ofK, NV , NP , as well asn, are all
security parameters. Typical values should be comparable
to the lengths acceptable for symmetric-cryptography keys
(80 to 256 bits). If much higher values ofn are needed,
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for example to cope with transmission errors,R0||R1 can
be generated using a secure pseudo random-bit generator
seeded from the output ofh.

In a practical hardware implementation,R0 and R1

could be loaded into two shift registers, which are both
clocked well before anotherCi is received. Instead of using
shift registers, the next pair(R0

i
, R1

i
) can also be computed

by iterating a pseudo random-bit generator beforeCi is re-
ceived. As the signal propagation timetp is very small, it is
important that the processing delaytd of the token is short
and predictable. From equation 1, we can see that varia-
tions in td greatly effectd, especially iftp < td. The ver-
ifier allows the token a preagreed number of clock cycles
to calculateh(K,NV ) and store the result. This effectively
separates the processing delay from the distance-bounding
process, astd is reduced to the time it takes an asynchronous
digital circuit to lookup and transmit one bit.

3.3. Radio Channel Considerations

For this protocol to be implemented, we need a radio
frequency communication link with high bandwidth. The
distance resolution of a communication channel with band-
width B is roughly

r =
c

B
. (3)

The carrier frequency and communication bandwidth in
typical existing RFID systems is not adequate for localiza-
tion. For example, in the ISO 14443 A standard, the carrier
has a frequency of 13.56 MHz and its data bandwidth of
only ≈300 kHz corresponds to a distance resolution in the
order of a kilometer. Therefore, we require a different com-
munication technology to obtain a useful distance bound.
UWB communication concepts seem to be an attractive op-
tion, with bandwidths large enough to provide resolution
down to centimeters.

The basic idea is that bothCi andRCi

i
are transmitted

on a wideband channel as short pulses generated by a sin-
gle signal edge applied to an antenna. The token requires
a time base to be able to predict when theCi pulse will ar-
rive, and then it simply samples with a fast sample-and-hold
stage the value received. The time-base can be defined by
the same narrowband carrier wave that is used to power the
token and carry the non-distance-bounding parts of the sup-
ported protocols, including the transmission of the nonce
NV . Our protocol only requires a short sequence of bit
pulses to be sampled. Of the established UWB puls mod-
ulation schemes, Bi-Phase Modulation (BPM), where bits
are represented by pulses of opposite polarity, is far bet-
ter suited for a distance-bounding application than Pulse
Position Modulation (PPM), where bits are represented by
pulses transmitted with or without delay. With BPM, all
energy related to a single bit is released at the same time,

tt tr

Carrier wave

sampled by token

sent by reader received by token

Challenge pulseCi

tptp

sampled by readersent by token
Response pulseRCi

i

sent by reader
Challenge pulseCi

td

ts

Figure 2. The power-supply carrier wave emit-
ted by the reader establishes a common time
base for synchronizing the pulse communi-
cation of both parties. The token samples its
wideband input at time tr after a zero cross-
ing of the carrier wave, to read a challenge bit
Ci, and the reader must adjust its transmis-
sion delay tt ≈ tr such that its pulse arrives
exactly at that time. The token responds with
RCi

i
after a short, nearly constant switching

delay td. The reader must adjust delay ts until
it receives the correct response, and can then
deduce the distance d = c · (ts − tt − td)/2.

whereas the potentially delayed pulse in PPM would only
add additional round-trip timing uncertainty.

We need to synchronize between the transmitter and re-
ceiver to recover each impulse reliably. Although the car-
rier of a 13.56 MHz system does not provide the bandwidth
needed for localization, it does provide us with a time-base
for synchronizing the communication. One possibility, as
shown in Figure 2, is to trigger the token’s response circuit
through the zero crossing of the carrier. This initiates the
readout of the 2-bit memory and leads, after a fixed latency,
to a response impulse from the token.

In a very simple implementation, the verifier is equipped
with two adjustable delay circuits. The first one (with de-
lay time tt) is used to time the pulse representingCi far
enough from the zero crossing, such that a token sampling
it at around the time of the zero crossing will sample ex-
actly the peak of the pulse. A second delay element (with
delay timets) in the reader is used to time the moment af-
ter the zero-crossing when the reader has the best chance to
sample the tip of the incomingRCi

i
pulse. It is then up to

the reader to repeat the protocol and try different values for
tt andts until the answer pulse matches the expected result
well. From the settings of the delay circuits, the round-trip
time can then be inferred.

In a more sophisticated implementation, the verifier has a
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fast single-shot sampling unit, samples for a single response
the antenna signals for all delaysts that are of interest, and
then searches in the recorded results for the lowest valuets
with an acceptable response. This implementation is faster,
as the protocol needs to be repeated only to search for the
right delaytt, at the expense of a faster acquisition logic in
the verifier.

By varying in the verifier the delaytt during the first few
values ofi until a tt has been found that results in correct
response bits, the verifier can adjust itself automaticallyto
any component tolerances and instabilities that may affect
the exact sample time in the token. If parametern is chosen
large enough such that after such a delay-element adjust-
ment phase enough bits remain available to satisfy the secu-
rity of the challenge-response phase, then no repetitions of
the protocol will be necessary.

In neither case are variable delay circuits, high clock-
frequency circuits, or precise reference frequencies needed
in the RFID token. The only RF-powered passive token
remains simple; as much circuit complexity as possible is
moved into the verifier.

3.4. Dealing with Noise

The wide input bandwidth of an RF pulse receiver makes
it very sensitive to background noise. In practice, many of
the sampledCi or RCi

i
bits may be corrupted. Therefore, a

verifier will have to accept a prover as valid, even if out of
n receivedRCi

i
bits only at leastk were correct.

An attacker can guess at leastk out of then response bits
RCi

i
right with the false-accept probability

pFA =
n

∑

i=k

(

n

i

)

·

(

3

4

)i

·

(

1

4

)n−i

.

On the other hand, if the probability that a receivedRCi

i

is corrupted by noise isǫ, then the false-reject probability
for a correct token is

pFR =

k−1
∑

i=0

(

n

i

)

· (1− ǫ)i · ǫn−i.

The number of transmitted pulsesn and the thresholdk
are security parameters that must be chosen suitably to keep
bothpFA andpFR within acceptable margins. This choice
is also influenced byǫ.

4. Conclusion

Our protocol provides secure distance bounding for
RFID authentication systems. It protects against relay at-
tacks and ensures that a valid token is within an accept-
able distance from the verifier. We foresee that this pro-
tocol can also be extended to applications other than RFID

tokens. Our protocol requires little in terms of power and
processing resources from the token, with all time-sensitive
adjustments and measurements being done entirely by the
verifier. This protocol could therefore be implemented on
RFID devices ranging from simple tags to contactless smart
cards. The protocol is best used for radio-frequency or opti-
cal ranging, which are more suited for security applications
than ultrasonic or RSS concepts. We handle communica-
tion errors simply by tolerating some bit errors during the
single-bit challenge-response exchanges.

Compared to the Brands-Chaum distance bounding pro-
tocols [21], our protocol can be implemented with faster au-
thentication time. In a noise-free environment, our protocol
requires about twice as many single-bit challenge-response
round-trips for the same level of security, because in our
protocol an attacker can guess a correct response with prob-
ability 3

4
, compared to probability1

2
with Brands-Chaum.

However, on a noisy channel, typical for UWB communica-
tion, this no longer holds. In this environment, the Brands-
Chaum protocols would have to be extended to transmit at
the end all the actually receivedn bits ofC and the actually
transmittedn bits of R to the verifier, such that the mes-
sage authentication code (MAC) can be verified in spite of
bit errors. This additional transmission not only doubles the
number of bits needed by the Brands-Chaum protocol, but,
along with the MAC, this additional data has to go over a
reliable and therefore much slower channel. This substan-
tially increases the time required to complete the full pro-
tocol. Furthermore, in contrast to the Brands-Chaum pro-
tocol, ours does not require a commitment step to prevent
a non-colluding prover from cheating, which reduces even
more the number of bits on the reliable channel. In fact, un-
less theNP option is chosen, our protocol does not require
any noise-free communication channel from the prover to
the verifier. This not only simplifies its implementation, but
also makes it suitable for applications where a rapid com-
pletion of the protocol is required.

Our future work will focus on a practical demonstration
of this proposal. We wish to thank the anonymous reviewers
and Gildas Avoine for valuable comments.
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